
 

JOB DESCRIPTION 

Gallery Associate | Full Time 

Reports to: Gallery and Exhibitions Manager 

 

Roles and Responsibilities 

 -Opens the gallery daily, including artwork safety and building checks, turning artwork track lights on, unlocking doors, checking 
bathrooms, and checking/volleying voicemails and returning phone calls 

-Manages the info@lacaprojects.com and associate@lacaprojects.com e-mails; responds to and volleys e-mails in those two inboxes 
accordingly on a day to day basis 

-Serves as first point of contact for all visitors, phone calls, and walk-in appointments; offers tours and answers questions for visitors 

-Manages all aspects of LaCa Projects facility rentals, including responding within 24 hours to inquiries, conducting walk-through’s 
with prospective clients, scheduling and coordinating the calendar for special events, issuing contracts and invoices, receiving 
deposits and final payments, and serving as on-site assistance and staffing for event rental clients on the day of the event 

-Serves as administrative support to the gallery and exhibitions manager, including copying, filing, printing, running errands, 
wrapping artwork, database entry (Daylite and Gallery Manager), assisting with shipping artwork to clients, and other miscellaneous 
tasks as requested 

-Responsible for upkeep of the A/V room and kitchen, adjoining storage space, and for ongoing organization of the art storage room 
(working closely with the gallery manager) 

-Gallery event/opening support, including booking caterers, event set-up, break-down, vendor delivery intake, run-of-show, and 
other tasks associated with event execution 

-Assists with development of printed collateral and promotional material for exhibitions and programs  

-Assists the gallery and exhibitions manager with preparations and execution of exhibitions and related events 

 
 
Position Requirements 
 
- Must be fluent in Spanish 
- 2-3 years of work in a professional setting required 
- A minimum of an Associates degree required; Bachelor’s degree preferred 
- Willingness and ability to travel and handle art 
- Proficiency in Adobe Creative Suite 
- Proficiency in Gallery database systems: Artsy, GalleryManager 
- Proficiency in layout applications/programs: Sketchup 

 


